Authenticity
Passion
Adventure
Freedom

Adventure. It manifests any number of ways. Wanderlust. A longing to learn. An appreciation for living in the moment with a simple curiosity for what lies beyond the next turn. Here’s to making the most of the next 75 adventurous years.
JEEP® ACTIVE DRIVE WITH CLASS-EXCLUSIVE† REAR AXLE DISCONNECT (4x4 MODELS ONLY) / JEEP ACTIVE DRIVE LOW WITH 20:1 CRAWL RATIO† / HILL DESCENT CONTROL® / HILL START ASSIST / SELEC-TERRAIN® TRACTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM† / SKID PLATES† / TOW HOOKS† / TRAIL RATED® CAPABILITY† / HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE CARGO FLOOR† / 40/20/40 SPLIT-FOLDING REAR SEAT† / FOLD FORWARD FRONT-PASSENGER SEAT / INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE AVAILABLE MY SKY® OPEN-AIR ROOF SYSTEM† / CLASS-EXCLUSIVE AVAILABLE 9-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION† / 1.4L MULTIAIR® TURBO ENGINE / 2.4L TIGERSHARK® ENGINE† / BEST-IN-CLASS TOWING CAPACITY† / BEST-IN-CLASS† 1ST- AND 2ND-ROW HEAD ROOM / HEATED STEERING WHEEL† / HEATED FRONT SEATS† / DUAL-ZONE AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL / KEYLESS ENTER ‘N GO™ / REMOTE START / POWER, HEATED SIDEVIEW MIRRORS† / WINDSHIELD WIPER DE-ICER™ / RAIN-SENSING WINDSHIELD WIPERS† / 7-INCH FULL-COLOR DRIVER INFORMATION DISPLAY (DID)™ / BEATS AUDIO® PREMIUM 9-SPEAKER SOUND SYSTEM WITH 506 WATTS™ / 6.5-INCH TOUCHSCREEN™ / UP TO 70 AVAILABLE SAFETY & SECURITY FEATURES / UCONNECT® HANDS-FREE® COMMUNICATION™ / 7 STANDARD AIR BAGS® / ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL (ESC)® / ELECTRONIC ROLL MITIGATION (ERM) / TRAILER SWAY CONTROL (TSC)® / UCONNECT ACCESS® WITH 9-1-1 CALL® AND ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE CALL® / PARKVIEW® REAR BACK-UP CAMERA® / BLIND SPOT MONITORING (BSM)® AND REAR CROSS-PATH DETECTION® / LANESENSE® LANE DEPARTURE WARNING WITH LANE KEEP ASSIST (LDW+)™ / FULL-SPEED FORWARD COLLISION WARNING WITH ACTIVE BRAKING (FSFCW+)™ / PARKSENSE® REAR PARK ASSIST / PREMIUM TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM (TPMS)
Freedom riders with fuel-efficient sensibilities can have it all, thanks to the available Jeep® Active Drive 4x4 systems. Take on tough trails and icy roads alike in four-wheel drive, then actively transition to an efficient front-wheel drive by putting the system’s Selec-Terrain® dial in Auto mode. Get in and get going.

THE MOST CAPABLE SMALL SUV EVER.
ROOM TO BRING IT ON. This spacious interior volume (118.6 cu. ft.) lets you accommodate all the things you need to make every trip all-inclusive, including gear, people and pets. The available 80/20 split-folding rear seat with pass-through can be configured to fit life’s necessities and extras.

EFFICIENT, RESPONSIVE AND SMOOTH. That’s how you describe Renegade’s class-exclusive1 available 9-speed automatic transmission. Economies are maximized and performance is always optimal. Matched to the powerful 2.4L Tigershark® engine, quick takeoffs and a consistently refined performance are assured.

LIGHT UP THE CORNERS. Class-exclusive1 available cornering front fog lamps send more illumination into the area that you’re turning toward, exposing curbs, potential potholes, ice patches and other driving hazards. Turn the steering wheel or activate the turn signal and the corresponding fog lamp automatically goes on, helping drivers to safely navigate dark corners.

THERE’S AN ADVENTURE AROUND EVERY TURN WHEN YOU LIVE THE LIFE OF A RENEGADE.
FIND THE PATH TO YOUR DREAMS, FULFILLED.
It’s about going the distance, without losing ground. It’s about seeking what you find, and finding something more. Redefine convention. Drive to the beat of your own drum with Renegade®.

It’s the opposite of feeling cramped and quartered, like you do in other smaller vehicles. Rear-seat passengers can let their feet breathe and stretch, thanks to the wide track of the front seats.

DUAL-ZONE AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL. Air vents are positioned to send streams of warmth, or air conditioned comfort, toward the driver and front passenger, and can be set at two different temps. When the front row is all good, then everyone is all good. Available.

CUSHIONED WHERE IT COUNTS. Standard premium cloth or available leather-trimmed seats are contoured and cushioned for cruising, and accented with eye-catching contrast stitching. Upgrade to the available eight-way power-adjustable driver seat with four-way lumbar adjustment, and enjoy top-notch bottom-line comfort. Additional seats available.

PLENTY OF HEAD ROOM. The sculpted interior gives rise to plenty of personal space, and there’s plenty to go around. It’s the opposite of feeling crowded, and a great place to stretch out. Headroom is ample for both the first and second row. Choose standard premium cloth seats or available leather-trimmed seats. The second row offers best-in-class first- and second-row headroom. It’s no crunch, and there’s enough space for everyone to feel comfortable in all good. Available.

Trailhawk® with leather trimmed seats in Black.
JEEP® ACTIVE DRIVE 4x4. This authentic, available Jeep® brand-engineered system features a rear axle disconnect function that seamlessly switches between two- and four-wheel drive, helping Renegade® achieve remarkable fuel efficiencies. In challenging situations, Active Drive can keep you moving forward, even when just one wheel has traction. When this occurs, the system automatically and seamlessly adjusts to thrust up to 100% of the engine’s available power and torque to the wheel(s) that need it most. This allows Renegade to really grab on and keep you moving forward.

JEEP ACTIVE DRIVE LOW. Delivers best-in-class14 4x4 capability, with Hill Descent Control that helps ensure safe downhill travel. Jeep® brand engineering puts you in charge of a 20:1 crawl ratio that can overcome virtually any obstacle. Available exclusively on Renegade Trailhawk®.

TWO ENGINE OPTIONS. The available 2.4L Tigershark® I-4 delivers impressive power and torque while lowering fuel consumption and emissions. The standard 1.4L MultiAir® Turbo puts power, performance and efficiency to work. Both engines deliver an efficient 31 hwy mpg. *

*2015 EPA estimated 24 city/31 highway mpg with 1.4L and 6-speed manual transmission (4x2) and EPA estimated 22 city/31 highway mpg with 2.4L engine and 9-speed automatic transmission (4x2). Actual mileage may vary.

NATURAL SELECTION. Selec-Terrain® Traction Management System. Every Renegade® equipped with an available 4x4 system arrives with a Jeep® Selec-Terrain system, giving you the power to master Mother Nature’s toughest conditions. The Selec-Terrain dial offers up to five selectable settings that deliver ultimate driving stability by coordinating various vehicle systems, including throttle control, transmission shifting, traction control and Electronic Stability Control (ESC). Choose from Auto, Snow, Sand, Mud and, exclusive on Trailhawk®, Rock.
Renegade Trailhawk® arrives with everything you need to test your will against Mother Nature’s — and win. Every Trailhawk proudly wears a Trail Rated® badge indicating it has been tested to perform masterfully in five categories. You’re fully equipped to reach brand-new heart-pounding heights.

Trailhawk® traction helps you maintain controlled forward motion in snowy, slick sand and over icy bridges. Other wet or winter conditions are no match for your Trailhawk Renegade but the transmission within is masterful at handling topography and driving conditions.

Renegade Ultrapro Chrome with the athletic ability to navigate narrow gaps or handle emergency situations whilst maintaining an excellent grip in the cold. Precision steering is light turning radius and an optimal suspension offers the proper averaging elements and ground contact all around.

Renegade’s purpose is to increase on- and off-road performance by maintaining flexible, such articulation and self-centering. The adjusted articulation that makes your wheels spin is balanced by shifting the center of the vehicle, one of the greatest factors in your enjoyment.

Trailhawk® traction helps maintain ground clearance along with self-diagnosing shock absorbers and frame-mounted sensors. A self-diagnosing system is vigilant to ensure both safety and comfort to give you more on- and off-road performance.

Renegade’s Ultrapro Chrome with the athletic ability to navigate narrow gaps or handle emergency situations whilst maintaining excellent control in the cold. Precision steering is light turning radius and an optimal suspension offers the proper averaging elements and ground contact all around.

head out knowing that your Trail Rated Renegade has enhanced ground clearance along with self-diagnosing shock absorbers and frame-mounted sensors. A self-diagnosing system is vigilant to ensure both safety and comfort to give you more on- and off-road performance.
See life from a new perspective. Appreciate what lies in the rearview mirror. Purposefully take the long way home. For those who yearn for the sky, when you live the #JeepLife, you’ll find so much more than the sun.

Renegade® expands your world with open-air freedom, like only an authentic Jeep® vehicle can. Option My Sky® and its two roof panels are easily removed and stored on top of the height-adjustable rear cargo floor. Choose from two options: power retractable and manual removable® or manual removable®. Power retractable opens the front My Sky panel with the push of a button; manually removable® lets you take each 10-lb panel off with your very own hands, easy-peasy for one person to handle.

MY SKY.®

Industry-exclusive Available Open-Air Roof System.
RUN WILD. RUN FREE.
Become exactly what you’re meant to be.
PRECISION-TUNED. From rural roads to the most modern highways, Renegade® delivers a ride that’s smooth and quiet, with solid road-hugging handling. Integrated KONI® selective damping front and rear strut systems work together to lend over a distinctive, premium driving experience. Standard.

STAY IN YOUR LANE. LaneSense® lane departure warning with Lane Keep Assist (LDW+)11 monitors your lane position using a camera mounted on the rearview mirror. Should you drift outside your lane, torque is applied to the steering wheel. If the driver continues to drift out of the lane, a message appears on the Driver Information Display (DID). Available.

KEYLESS ENTER ’N GO™ keep that forward motion intact. Pocket the system’s fob and when the traveling bug strikes, climb in your Renegade, depress the brake or clutch pedal, press a button, shift into gear and take off running. Never fumble for keys again. Available.
No matter what challenges you face, keep moving ahead and stay true to your heart.

Explore the world with confidence. Move forward with resourceful skill. Enjoy fuel-efficient economies as well as bold capabilities. Relish a smooth car-like ride and a cabin that’s chock-full of cubbies, comfort and helpful technology. Comfortably carry passengers and plenty of cargo with equal ease. These are the rules of a Renegade.

FOLLOW THE RULES OF A RENEGADE.
GET A GRIP. Keep your hands safely on the wheel, thanks to the multifunctional Jeep® brand steering wheel with audio controls and other available features. Go for the heated leather-wrapped option, with buttons at hand for cruising.

TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY. The available Uconnect® 6.5 NAV Radio shows full-color graphics on a big 6.5-inch touchscreen display. Vivid and fully interactive, with access to vehicle info, integrated Voice Control and Bluetooth® hands-free calling, voice texting, plus an available WiFi connection (available through Mopar®) and GPS navigation—take you exactly where you want to go.

SOUNDS LIKE. Take the base four-speaker system or bump it up to the available BeatsAudio™ Premium Sound System that carefully places nine speakers throughout the cabin. Sound is amplified with a 506-watt force, and a 6.5-inch subwoofer doing the heavy lifting. Boom boom— they’ll hear you before they see you.
LISTEN TO MUSIC AND SPORTS
Access a variety of genres, and save your favorite artists and songs with SiriusXM® Satellite Radio. One-year All Access® trial subscription included.

DISCOVER NEW PLACES*
Find the best shopping, dancing, entertainment venues and restaurants. Available.

NAVIGATE TO ADVENTURE
Get turn-by-turn directions so you don’t get lost along the way (unless you want to). Available.

DICTATE YOUR REPLY
Stay focused and keep them informed with Voice Text Reply. Available.

SPEAK UP AND BE HEARD
Send and receive calls and texts while driving safely with hands-free phone capability. Available.

HOST A WIFI HOTSPOT

SEE INTO THE FUTURE
Hear weather and traffic reports with a five-year trial subscription to SiriusXM® Travel Link and SiriusXM® Traffic. Available.

START YOUR CAR FROM AFAR
Get your engine running, unlock your door or flash your headlamps from almost anywhere using your phone. Available.

ASSISTED IN EMERGENCIES
Reach 9-1-1 operators and Roadside Assistance with the touch of a button. Available.

YOUR WORLD IS ENRICHED BY GREAT CONNECTIONS.
Uconnect brings a range of communication and entertainment services straight into your vehicle—all bundled within a robust Uconnect® system. With so many convenient options to choose from, discover how you would like to connect at DriveUConnect.com.

SiriusXM All Access® brings commercial-free music, plus your favorite sports, news, talk and entertainment. Enjoy your SiriusXM favorites outside your vehicle by streaming your service online and on the app—it’s all included in your one-year trial subscription.
DESTINATION: EVERYWHERE

Take a closer look at the features you’ll love most. Discover what goes into making the 2016 Jeep Renegade® everything you need.
1.4L MULTIAIR® TURBO ENGINE: 10 percent* and torque up to 15 percent.* Emissions, power up to 10 percent, * fuel efficiency up to direct control of air and combustion, improving

2.4L TIGERSHARK® I-4 ENGINE: for its unique and efficient valve-lift system, the engine reduces emissions with a quiet and refined ride. I-4 burns clean, improves fuel efficiency and with precise control of intake valve events. This

HORSEPOWER
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Drago's profile is characteristically angular and robust. Its unibody frame is comprised of a hybrid mix of lightweight materials, including aluminum, magnesium and high-strength steel, which aids efficiency, while helping to reduce cabin noise.

EFFICIENT FROM ALL ANGLES: Renegade®’s exterior is contoured to reduce drag,


driving experience. Its fin-tuned 9.79 ratio spread between maximum torque values and aids efficiency, moving through all gears at all speeds. The manual transmission is able to transmit high

Matched

6-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION: With the 1.4L MultiAir®, this standard manual transmission is able to transmit high torque with smooth gear transitions. Cabin noise is kept to a minimum.

TRAIL Rating: a CURRENCY OF CAPABILITY: Every Jeep®, vehicles bearing a Trail Rated® badge are designed and built

HILL DESCENT CONTROL: Maintains throttle, speed and braking when gravels rutted roads want to take over. Brakes are automatically applied for a smooth descent. Exclusive on Trailhawk.®

HILL START ASSIST: Helps hold back when starting up inclines by keeping the brakes applied, giving you time to transfer your foot to the gas pedal. Standard.

THE INNOVATION INSIDE JEEP, ACTIVE DRIVE.

JEEP ACTIVE DRIVE: This full-time automatic 4WD system features a single-speed power transfer unit (PTU) that concentrates engine power to the wheel with the most traction. It can seamlessly move into FWD from 4WD, and out of 4WD when not needed.

JEEP ACTIVE DRIVE LOW: Get tough on any terrain with Jeep Active Drive Lock—a special mode activating All-Terrain Distribution Control. Its gear-low range delivers a Trail Rated® badge on Trailhawk®

SELECT-TERREIN™ TRACTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: Every Renegade equipped with an available 4x4 system features J-Link™ Traction from two-speed to full-time all-wheel drive, allowing the driver to engage different drive modes such as Sand, Mud and Soft or Snow without lifting the gas pedal. Exclusive on Trailhawk.®

DISCOVERY BEGINS HERE.

FREEDOM IS YOUR GUIDE.

9-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION: As an exclusive offering in the small SUV arena, this available automatic transmission generates power with precision when it’s matched to the 2L Tigershark engine. Its optimized 9 ratios spread between gears ensures quick shifts and consistently refined performance with exceptional efficiencies across all gears at all speeds.

6-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION: Matched with the 2.4L MultiAir® engine, this standard manual transmission is able to transmit high torque with smooth gear transitions. Cabin noise is kept to a minimum.
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MY SKY® OPEN-AIR SUNROOF SYSTEM:
Way more than a sunroof, the class-exclusive1 available My Sky® Open-Air Sunroof System innovation allows you to see more of everything. The system consists of two easily removable1 panels, optimally sized for flat storage in the cargo area. Panels are lightweight, strong and help maintain cabin acoustics. Each panel weighs a mere 10 pounds and can be easily taken off and replaced by one person. My Sky opens up your world and brings it all in.

9-SPEAKER BEATSAUDIO® PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM:
The available premium sound system maximizes every square inch with studio-quality sound from nine top-line speakers, including a 6.5-inch subwoofer in the rear. This eight- channel performance system pumps out 506 watts of power that can definitely make your presence known.

OPEN-AIR THE SUN, MOON AND STARS — ALL WITHIN REACH.

VERSTAINLE CARGO AREA: Renegade is always ready to accommodate all kinds of cargo and passenger configurations with its best-in-class1 interior volume (cu ft) and available 40/20/40 split-folding rear seat with pass-through. Turn down the “40/20” sections to carry a good amount of stuff in the back, leaving the remaining “40” section open for that much-needed third passenger — the one who’s willing to carry the heavy loads.

ADJUSTABLE CARGO FLOOR: Renegade’s available height-adjustable rear cargo floor stands ready to provide increased cargo space. Raise it up for easy, slide-in loading or lower it to have more room to carry taller items.

TEK-TONIC STYLE: This unique cabin is designed with an array of textures, fabrics, soft-touch surfaces and anodized color trim. Available leather-trimmed seats are contoured and cushioned for cruising, accented with eye-catching contrast stitching, with an available eight-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with four-way power lumbar adjustment.

TEEMING WITH TECH: Innovation is everywhere you turn with an available premium 6.5-inch touchscreen radio system with navigation, Integrated Voice Command® with Bluetooth® and texting, and available 7-inch full-color Driver Information Display (DID) cluster that puts an array of vehicle stats on your dashboard. One USB port is standard and another is available, so you can power up to a number of devices.
using a full spectrum of available Uconnect® allows drivers to stay focused on the road while enjoying information and entertainment. Features include:

- Integrated Voice Command3 with Bluetooth®
- Voice Text Reply17
- Uconnect Access6 (1-year trial)
- Bluetooth Streaming Audio
- Hands-free3 Calling
- Media Hub (auxiliary input jack and USB port)
- 3 Voice Destination Entry
- Navigation with One-step 9-1-1 CALL

SIRIUSXM TRAFFIC 19: With SiriusXM Traffic,19 you can avoid congestion before you reach it. Get detailed information on traffic speed, accidents, construction, road closures and more, and you will get to your destination faster and more safely than ever before. Your first five years of SiriusXM Traffic services are included. Available.

SIRIUSXM SATELLITE RADIO: SiriusXM All Access19 are included. Available accordingly. Your first five years of SiriusXM Travel Link19 are included. Available. The SiriusXM app, which is included with your one-year subscription, allows you to listen wherever you go on your portable devices with the ease of a mobile phone. Available. SiriusXM Traffic is available with all full-time radio subscriptions and is delivered to your vehicle via the SiriusXM DataLink™ module, which is included with your SiriusXM satellite radio subscription and includes the SiriusXM Dock & Play® streaming device.

INTEGRATED VOICE COMMAND® WITH ELECTRICAL®: Allow driver to safely interact, simply by listening to a text, voice, or beep signals, repeat detailed information like fuel prices, get navigation directions and more while keeping both hands on the wheel. Available on Bluetooth®-compatible smartphones.

UP TO 70 AVAILABLE SAFETY AND SECURITY FEATURES.

SEVEN STANDARD AIR BAGS: Your safety is our top priority. With the all-around air bag system, full-length front and side curtain air bags, driver and passenger supplemental air bags inhibit adequate protection for front-seat occupants and advanced multistage driver and front passenger air bags16 all work in tandem to provide comprehensive protection. Standard.

ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL (ESC): A whole new level of safety comfort. ESC helps react to danger. ESC automatically applies braking pressure to the appropriate wheels to help keep vehicle on your intended path. ESC coordinates Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD) and Brake Assist (BA) to help provide maximum instantaneous stopping power when needed.

INTEGRATED VOICE COMMAND® WITH ELECTRICITY®: Allow driver to safely interact, simply by listening to a text, voice, or beep signals, repeat detailed information like fuel prices, get navigation directions and more while keeping both hands on the wheel. Available on Bluetooth®-compatible smartphones.

SIRIUSXM TRAFFIC 19: With SiriusXM Traffic,19 you can avoid congestion before you reach it. Get detailed information on traffic speed, accidents, construction, road closures and more, and you will get to your destination faster and more safely than ever before. Your first five years of SiriusXM Traffic services are included. Available.

SIRIUSXM SATELLITE RADIO: SiriusXM All Access19 are included. Available accordingly. Your first five years of SiriusXM Travel Link19 are included. Available. The SiriusXM app, which is included with your one-year subscription, allows you to listen wherever you go on your portable devices with the ease of a mobile phone. Available. SiriusXM Traffic is available with all full-time radio subscriptions and is delivered to your vehicle via the SiriusXM DataLink™ module, which is included with your SiriusXM satellite radio subscription and includes the SiriusXM Dock & Play® streaming device.

INTEGRATED VOICE COMMAND® WITH ELECTRICITY®: Allow driver to safely interact, simply by listening to a text, voice, or beep signals, repeat detailed information like fuel prices, get navigation directions and more while keeping both hands on the wheel. Available on Bluetooth®-compatible smartphones.
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INTEGRATED VOICE COMMAND® WITH ELECTRICITY®: Allow driver to safely interact, simply by listening to a text, voice, or beep signals, repeat detailed information like fuel prices, get navigation directions and more while keeping both hands on the wheel. Available on Bluetooth®-compatible smartphones.

SIRIUSXM TRAFFIC 19: With SiriusXM Traffic,19 you can avoid congestion before you reach it. Get detailed information on traffic speed, accidents, construction, road closures and more, and you will get to your destination faster and more safely than ever before. Your first five years of SiriusXM Traffic services are included. Available.

SIRIUSXM SATELLITE RADIO: SiriusXM All Access19 are included. Available accordingly. Your first five years of SiriusXM Travel Link19 are included. Available. The SiriusXM app, which is included with your one-year subscription, allows you to listen wherever you go on your portable devices with the ease of a mobile phone. Available. SiriusXM Traffic is available with all full-time radio subscriptions and is delivered to your vehicle via the SiriusXM DataLink™ module, which is included with your SiriusXM satellite radio subscription and includes the SiriusXM Dock & Play® streaming device.

INTEGRATED VOICE COMMAND® WITH ELECTRICITY®: Allow driver to safely interact, simply by listening to a text, voice, or beep signals, repeat detailed information like fuel prices, get navigation directions and more while keeping both hands on the wheel. Available on Bluetooth®-compatible smartphones.
THE JEEP LIFE BEGINS

MODELS, MEASUREMENTS AND RESOURCES

The road to legendary freedom starts here. Which path will you choose? Every Renegade® model comes with a range of resources to help turn dreamers into doers.
**SAFETY & SECURITY GROUP**
Includes Black Seating (Mfg. in Mexico unless specified) (not available with My Sky fixed/sunroof; 4x4 models only), and Rear Cross-Path Detection systems, including Rock mode

**SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT GROUP**
Includes dual-zone ATC rearview auto-dimming mirror, premium cloth seats with topographic embroidery, Uconnect 6.5 NAV – Includes 6.5-inch HD radio, Uconnect Access with 1-year trial subscription, Integrated Voice Command, SiriusXM Traffic and Travel Link with SiriusXM Guardian, My Sky® Open-Air Sunroof System, including Rock mode

**X LINE TRAILHAWK**
Includes Trailhawk® badge, unique front and rear fascias with Rambox® storage boxes, LED headlamps, LED fog lamps, and Trailhawk® Off-Road Pkg.

**PREMIUM LEATHER GROUP FOR TRAILHAWK**
Includes premium leather seats, Uconnect 8.4 with navigation, remote USB port located in center console, Uconnect Access with 1-year trial subscription, SiriusXM Traffic and Travel Link with SiriusXM Guardian, My Sky® Open-Air Sunroof System, including Rock mode
**EXTERIOR**

- Granite Crystal Metallic
- Omaha Orange*
- Glacier Metallic
- Mojave Sand
- Alpine White
- Jetset Blue
- Anvil

*Not available on Limited.

**Towing Capacity**

- 2.4L 4x4 Trailhawk: 2,000 lbs
- 2.4L 4x2: 3,187 lbs
- 1.4L 4x2: 3,045 lbs

**INTERIOR**

- Base Curb Weight (gal): 3,187 lbs
- Fuel Tank (pounds unless otherwise specified): 3,045 lbs
- Ground Clearance, Overall Height, 4x4 (inches unless otherwise specified): 60.6 in
- Track, Rear: 60.6 in
- Overall Width: 118.6 in
- Water Fording (deg): 29.7 deg
- Departure Angle: 21.2 deg
- Breakover Angle: 4x2: 7.9 deg, 4x4: 8.7 deg
- Engine: Trailhawk: 2.4L Tigershark®

**POWERTRAIN**

- Engine: 2.4L MultiAir® Turbo

**SUSPENSION/CHASSIS**

- Antilock Brake System (ABS)
- Traction Control, Brake Assist, Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM) and Electronic Stability Control (ESC) — 4-channel, 4-wheel antilock with active dynamic brake force distribution
- Suspension — Front: MacPherson struts, coil springs, flat-front steel crossmember, high-strength steel links, isolated steel rear cradle for 4x4 and not-isolated for 4x2, coil mono-shell lower control arms for 4x2, stabilizer bar. Rear: Chapman struts, high-strength steel double-shell lower control arms for 4x4 and high-strength steel strength steel links, isolated steel rear cradle for 4x4 and not-isolated for 4x2, coil mono-shell lower control arms for 4x2, stabilizer bar.

**Horsepower**

- **4x2 and 4x4:**
  - Trailhawk: 270 @ 5,200 rpm
  - Base: 210 @ 5,200 rpm

**Torque**

- **4x2 and 4x4:**
  - Trailhawk: 295 lb-ft @ 4,000 rpm
  - Base: 230 lb-ft @ 4,000 rpm

**FUEL ECONOMY**

- **4x2:**
  - Trailhawk: 20/25 mpg

**FREIGHT & PREMIUM TOWING FEATURES**

- 2.4L 4x4 Trailhawk: 2,000 lbs
- 2.4L 4x2: 3,187 lbs
- 1.4L 4x2: 3,045 lbs

**EXTERIOR COLORS & SPECIFICATIONS**

- Alpine White
- Black
- Bright White
- Colorado Red
- Glacier Metallic
- Granite Crystal Metallic
- Hematite Orange* (not available on Limited)
- Jetset Blue
- Mojave Sand
- Red Rock Red
- Solar Yellow®
- White Pearl

**JEEP FANS!**

- Check out the latest news from Jeep gearheads and authentic and active Jeep ® enthusiasts on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Instagram and Pinterest, and see where thrilling adventures are happening every single day. Connect with fellow Jeep vehicle engineers. Fellow Jeep enthusiasts are waiting to hear from you. We invite you to join us on the trail.

**JEEP JAMBOREES**

- Find out more at jeepjamboreeusa.com

**JEEP GEAR**

- From the Jeep® Wrangler, cool gear for the desert and non-desert lifestyles. Check out the latest products and gear! JeepGear.com

**JEEP TRAIL RATING**

- Members can earn Trail Points and ranks within the community, share photos and explore legendary off-road trails across the U.S.A. earmarked by the Jeep® Badge of Honor. Members can also return to fun, familiar places. Jeep Trail Rating helps you discover special trails and maps, and invite off-roading fans to visit-a-glance review of what you need to know about your vehicle.

**JEEP SOCIAL MEDIA**

- Connect with fellow Jeep vehicle enthusiasts. Share photos and learn more about Jeep Trail Ratings. We invite you to join us on the trail. JeepTrail.com

**JEEP HARMONIZE**

- Enjoy new, original music created by the Jeep® brand. Harmonize from aural immersion to unique gifts, all online at jeep.com/harmonize. Jeep Harmonize encourages you to explore the community, share photos and earn Trail Points and ranks within the community. Members can also return to fun, familiar places. Jeep Trail Rating helps you discover special trails and maps, and invite off-roading fans to visit-a-glance review of what you need to know about your vehicle.
AUTHENTIC JEEP ACCESSORIES

Whether you’re climbing rugged hills or cruising smooth highways, raise the profile and capability of your Renegade® with Authentic Jeep® Accessories from Mopar. You can count on these quality-engineered parts and accessories to keep your Renegade as authentic as the day you bought it. For a true, finished look from head to tail, count on Mopar to match your Renegade’s exterior color and high-quality materials. It’s smart to choose Mopar for the life of your ride. Installation, expert customizing expertise, and free labor and parts in support of factory-installed accessories is supported later. Whether it’s a minor repair or major service, Mopar Vehicle Protection® plans, Express Lane Service for a quick oil change and the online Mopar Owner Connect website (register at owners.jeep.com) provide peace of mind. See your Jeep dealer, or visit mopar.com for more information.

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER

WHITE SNOWBOARDING HOOD AND BODYSIDE GRAPHICS

DOOR SILL GUARDS

HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER

ENVELOPE CARGO NET

visit MOPAR.COM

PACKAGES

MOPAR® INTERIOR PREMIUM PACKAGE
  - Premium Carpet Floor Mats (available in Black or Brown)
  - Premium Carpet Cargo Mat (available in Black or Brown)
  - Bright Pedal Kit

MOPAR EXTERIOR APPEARANCE GROUP
  - Chrome Front Air Deflector
  - Front and Rear Splash Guards
  - Side Window Deflectors

MOPAR INTERIOR PROTECTION PACKAGE
  - All-Weather Floor Mats
  - Rear Cargo Tray
  - Bright Door Entry Guards
HOW FAR WOULD YOU GO
if you could go anywhere?

THE JEEP® BRAND OFFERS SOME OF THE BEST
OWNERSHIP SUPPORT PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ANYWHERE.

WARRANTY: Jeep® vehicles are covered by a 3-Year/36,000-Mile Basic Limited Warranty (includes normal maintenance and more items), as well as a 5-Year/60,000-Mile Powertrain Limited Warranty that is fully transferable. See your dealer for complete details and a copy of the 3-Year/36,000-Mile Powertrain Limited Warranty.

MOPAR VEHICLE PROTECTION: Mopar Vehicle Protection has a vested interest in your satisfaction and success operating with your new Jeep® brand vehicle. This is the only extended protection provider backed by the manufacturer, FCA US LLC. We stand behind every Mopar Vehicle Protection plan with certified, factory-trained technicians and use authentic Mopar parts. Your plan is honored at over 4,000 dealerships within the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico and Mexico. Be sure to ask for a Mopar Vehicle Protection plan in your dealership, call 1-800-842-2006 or visit moparvehicleprotection.com

MOPAR VEHICLE PROTECTION: Mopar Vehicle Protection has a vested interest in your satisfaction and success operating with your new Jeep® brand vehicle. This is the only extended protection provider backed by the manufacturer, FCA US LLC. We stand behind every Mopar Vehicle Protection plan with certified, factory-trained technicians and use authentic Mopar parts. Your plan is honored at over 4,000 dealerships within the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico and Mexico. Be sure to ask for a Mopar Vehicle Protection plan in your dealership, call 1-800-842-2006 or visit moparvehicleprotection.com

MOPAR OWNER CONNECT: Jeep® vehicles ownership gives you the credentials to access vehicle information, service and maintenance records, recall notifications, and special offers through at least three years. Be sure to ask for a Mopar Vehicle Protection plan at your dealership, call (800) 442-2666 or visit moparvehicleprotection.com

AUTHOMOBILITY: The FCA US LLC Automobility Program provides aftermarket reimbursement incentives on adaptive vehicle upfits to help provide safe and reliable vehicle modifications, enhancing accessibility for all people. For more information, call (800) 255-9877 or visit chryslerautomobility.com

JEEP MASTERCARD®: Earn 3 points per $1 on qualifying purchases made at FCA US LLC dealerships, 2 points per $1 on qualifying travel purchases and 1 point per $1 on qualifying purchases elsewhere or with the new Jeep® MasterCard. Points may be redeemed at your local dealership for up to five years on in-stock vehicles, accessories, parts or service — including your next oil change. Be sure to choose from hundreds of other rewards, including travel, book in your account, merchandise or gift cards. For more information or to apply, visit jeepcard.com

JEEP WAVE: It’s the universal greeting all Jeep® vehicle owners know, and now it’s the name of a new and exclusive owner loyalty program. With your enrolled Jeep® brand vehicle, you’ll enjoy access to a dedicated 24/7 exclusive Jeep owner support hotline, complimentary loaner services, five-day rental and trip-interruption coverage, VIP treatment at Jeep events across the country and discounts on select brands through our shopping network. Complementing your two-year enrollment for Trailhawk® is available for purchase on other models.